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ABSTRACT

In an interrupted attempt to demonstrate the feasibility

of using a coaxial flow gas core nuclear reactor as a rocket

engine, NASA initiated a number of studies on the relevant

fluid mech_ics problems. These studies were carried out at

NASA laboratories, universities, and industrial re_earch

laboratories. Because of the relatively sudden termination

of most of this work in early 1973, a unified overview was

never presented which demonstrated the accomplishments of the

program and pointed out the areas where additional work was

required for a fuller understanding of the cavity flow. This

review attempts to fulfill a part of this need for the coaxial

flow concept.
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ZSTROV. 70.
The concept of a g_s core nuclear reactor appears

to have flrs_ been discussed in the open literature about "

20 years ago. The context in which it was discussed was
!

as a rocket engine. The obvious advantages of the proposed
w

engine was that the propellant could be heated to very high

temperature , resulting in high specific impulse,and that

high propellant flow rates could be achieved,resultlng

in high thrust levels. No other advanced concept proposed

at that time promised this highly desirable combination

of the requirements of manned, interplanetary travel.

The first concept of a gas core reactor was based on a

vortex flow stabilization of the fuel region. Propellant

e_tered the cylindrical cavity at the outer wall with a tangen-

tial veloclty and flowed radially inward through the fuel

region. It was anticipated that the fuel would remain sus-

pended by the balance of shear and centrifugal forces. Heat

transfer was to take place by conduction from the hot fuel

directly to the propellant. However, early results on fuel

containment were disappointing beuause of the rapid mixing

and entrainment of fuel by the propellant. Two new GCR con-

cepts were then advanced. Open cycle work was continued with

the coaxial flow concept as its theme, and work was initiated

on a closed cycle concept in which the fuel gas and propellant

gas are separated by a transparent barrier.

1979016961-TSA05



The coaxial flow gas core reactor concept as first

proposed was deceptively simple. 1 A low velocity inner '/_

stream of fissioning fuel gas was surrounded by a high

velocity propellant stream. The hot inner gas trans-

ferred energy to the outer stream by thermal radiation,

which was absorbed by the propellant because it was seeded

with absorbing particles. In theory, at least, enough

fuel could be fed into the cavity to maintain a critical

mass. However, there were some economic limitations on

the rate of fuel loss. The fluid mechanics studies which

were undertaken to determine the rate at which fuel had

to be fed into the reactor cavity to make up for the loss

are _,e subject of this review.

The early fluid mechanics studies were begun before

extensive nuclear studies had been made. In the earliest

studies, it had not been apparent that the fuel had to be

present in a large fraction of the cavity diameter and

that the cavity length-to-dlameter ratio had to be of the

order of one. When it was realized that these conditions

were necessary in order to keep the critical mass require-

ments within reason the fluid mechanics studies were

redesigned to take into account the new picture of the

cavity geometry. As work progressed further, it was seen

that the flow was actually a turbulent, entrance region

flow, almost totally dependent on the inlet configuration

and conditions. The flow was transitional and unique and

1979016961-TSA06
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the usual assuapttona o_ sJ_ilarity and self-presez_atton , .

were not valid for analytical studies, making necessa_

a large experimental program. Furthermore, in the actual '

reactor cavity, extremely large temperature and density

variations uld exist and a fundamental understanding of

the cavity flow was seriously lacking.

A program was set up by _A to develop the basic

understanding of the coaxial flow GCR fluid mechanics

needed to deter_Lne concept feasibility. The program

involved several laboratories after the initial cr_ncept

formulation at Lewis Research Center. These were Lewis,

United Aircraft Research Laboratories, Princeton University,
s

and the Illinois Institute of Technology. Later, AeroJet

Nuclear Company and the TAFA Division of the H_phreys

Corporation-were included. The experiments and analyses

were carried out at the installation most suited for the

type of work involved.

In January 1973, policy and budgetary factors forced

the interruption of much of NASA's space nuclear program.

Almost all of the fluid mechanics research in the coaxial

flow GCR program ended abruptly. A unified overviewt

which demonstrated the accomplishments of the program and

pointed out areas where additional work is still,required,

was never presented. This review is an attempt to fulfill

a part of this need.

" 1979016961-TSA07
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The objectives of this review are to establish the ,

extent of our understanding of the coaxial fluid mechanics

relevant to the cavity flow and to point out the important

problems that are still to be solved. The additional

objective of abstracting the entire l_terature of the

program could not be included booause it would make the

review unwieldy in size. However, an extensive llst of _

references is included. The recent publication of excellent

reviews of fundamental work on relevant free turbulent

shear flows 2 and coaxial free turbulent mixing 3 make it

unnecessary to include a similar review in this work. The

emphasis in this work is on discussion and comparison of i'

studies of the factors which influence cold and hot flow

containment. The work in these areas has not received any

critical review in the past.

The papers discussed are limited to those from which

the author feels a significant point can be made. The

review is structured in such a way as to compare and

contrast the related work of the program, rather than to

preserve the chronologlcal order of the work. Unfortunately,

in such a structuring it often happens that a single work

is only partially discussed without ever giving the whole

of it. However, it is felt that the significant results

of the program will be made more clearly vlslble with this

l_proach and apologies are tendered to the authors whose

works have been so treated.

197901696;i--TSA08
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FACTORS INFLUENCING COLD FLOW CONTAINMENT

In order to discuss the factors which influence con-

tainment of inner stream fluid in a confined coaxial flow,

it is necessary to describe the various sub-regions of flow

that exist along with their dominant characteristics.

Figure 1 i8 a schematic of confined coaxial flow with the

8ub-reglon8 labeled. Starting at the upstream center is

the inner stream potential core. This region is dominated

by inertial forces and pressure rather than shear forces.

The shear forces do, however, control its size and for some

cases the inner potential core may not exist. Surrounding

the potential core is an annular mixing region which separates /i

_he inner and outer stream potential flows. It i8 a trans-

itional shear layer with a rapidly growing turbulence level

(for the typical turbulent case). It 18 dominated by the

velocity difference between potential flows and the shapes

of the inner and outer stream velocity profiles at the tip

of the separating duct. The inner and outer stream turbulence

levels and scales also have a moderate effect on the mixing

region. The outer fluid potential flow is also dominated

by inertial forces a_d pressure as well as by continuity

effects due to the growing boundary layer on the confining

duct. The annular mixing region thickens downstream to the

point where it merges with itself and the inner stream

potential core ends. At this point it can be said that the

momentum defect of the trailing edge wake disappears. The

flow downstream of this point is made up of at most, three

..... i ..........................
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regions. They are:the Jetlike or wakelike (depending on

velocity ratio) "free" shear flow region, the outerstream

potential flow, and the duct boundary layer. Far enough

downstream, the "free" shear flow region and boundary layer

will merge and eventually fully-developed pipe flow will

be approached in the duct.

The regions of interest in this paper are those upstream.

of the merger of the duct wall boundary layer and the "free"

shear flow as contained by the dashed line in Figure 1. The

main parameter for determining the nature of the flow is the

velocity ratio of the streams. The Re,folds number has a

second order effect and only on certain regions of the flow.

The variation of velocity ratios can be broken up into three

ranges for purposes of discussion.

When the velocity ratio is close to one, the pre-

dominant feature of the flow is the annular mixing region

separating the potential flows. This mixing region is the

wake from th_ trailing edge of the separating duct. Its

spreading rate is affected by the initial velocity profiles

in both streams at the trailing edge of the separating

duct, the initial velocity difference across the region,

:_ and possibly by the initial turbulence levels in both

streams. The effects of the initial turbulence would
j

become more pronounced as the scales become of the order

of the mixing region thickness or greater and possibly

as the fluctuating velocity magnitude becomes of the order

1979016961-TSA10
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of the velocity difference or greater.

• hese effects are brought out in photographs of

bromine-air coaxial flow experiments performed at Lewis t

Research Center. 4'5'6'7 The experiments were performed

for a range of velocity ratios and inner and outer stream

Reynolds numbers. At each set of values of the parameters,

runs were made with honeycomb inserts in: a) neither ductl

b) the inner stream duct; c) the outer stream duct; d) both

ducts.

The experiments were not, however, well controlled.

The insertion of the honeycomb sections, which had a passage

width of about one-tenth of the inner duct diameter, changed

free stream turbulence levels but also affected the boundary

layers on both sides of the inner duct. This in turn affected

the velocity difference across the mixing region because the

flow rate ratio rather than the velocity ratio was actually

held constant. The changes in the boundary layers with the

addition of the honeycombs would be towards thinner boundary

layers and smaller momentum defects. The former change

would result in higher levels of vorticity and would tend to

increase the rate of growth of turbulence in the shear

layer while the latter change would decrease it. When

factors increase the rate of growth of turbulence they

will be called destabilizing factors because this study

is only concerned with a very short region and a transitional

sheer layer may appear laminar over the very short axial

'" 1979016961-TSA11
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length of interest. The change in frms straam turbulence

levels probably had the smallest effect on the apparent

stability of the mixing region. In fact, examination of

the photographs shows clearly that the scale of turbulence

in the mixing re_ion when the honeycombs_resent is

much too large for the turbulence to have resulted from the

free stream levels alone. The well designed inlet section

precludes large scale turbulence even without honeycombs

present. The mixing region is very unstable in these cases,

and the growth of turbulence appears to come from the typical

shear layer growth mechanisms. The interaction between the

initial width of the mixing region (the sum of the inner

and outer boundary layers), the velocity difference across

it,and the initial momentum defect is not well understood,

and it is impossible to predict whether or not the gross

effect of all the changes due to the i-troduction of

honeycombs would be destabilizing or not for any given

case.

The outer-to-inner stream velocity ratio range for which

the honeycomb inserts seem to have their effect is between

0.2 and 2. The mixing region appears laminar for inner jet

Re up to 2400 without either honeycomb section. With a honey-

comb section in the inner stream duct only, the laminae

appearance remains for almost all inner Jet Re achieved, up

to about 4000, but only for Uo/U i < 1. This result is not

readily explalned on the basis of decreased inner stream

1979016961-TSA12



turbulence as is implied in the study. A po|stble explanation

is that the flat velocity profile with the same flow rate

resulted in a smaller velocity difference across the mixing

region. When a honeycomb insert was prosent in the outer

stream alone, no effect of the honeycomb was apparent for

uo/u i < 1, but therc was a destabilizing effect for ratios

greater than one. Since the outer stream transverse dimension

is much larger tha,_ its boundary layer thickness, the outer

stream honeycomb will have a neglig_.ble effect on the free

stream veloclty. It will, however, increase the vorticity

levels in the outer stream trailing boundary layer and this

is evidently destabilizing when the inner duct velocity is

less than that in the outer duct.

When honeycomb inserts were present in both ducts, the

laminar appearance persisted to inner jet Re greater than

2400 but less than 4000 for uo/u i < 1. However, for uo/ui> 1

th affect of both honeycombs was destabilizing as in the

ca_e with only outerstream honeycomb. The data for all four

cases is presented in Figure 2 so that a comparison can be

made.

It appears from these studies that when the inner stream

is the faster one (the case of the primary jet),decreasing

the true velocity ratio or decreasing the annular wake

momentum defect is stabilizing. On the other hand, when

the outer stream is the faster one (the case of a partially

filled cylindrical wake),the vorticity level or boundary

"-" .- 1979016961-TSA13
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layer thickness is dominant in determining stability of the

mixing region. Initial region turbulcnce levels appear to
%

have vory little, if any, effect. _

The annular mixing region becomes of decreasing im-

portance as the velocity ratio deviates significantly from

one. As the velocity ratio becomes very small compared

to one, the flow becomes that of a primary jet entraining

a surrounding, secondary stream. Recirculation zones can be

set up if the secondary stream can not meet the entrainment

requirements of the primary jet. This recirculation zone is

in the form of a ring pressed against the outer duct wall

a few diameters downstream of the initial face. This range

of velocity ratios is not the one of interest here and

will not be discussed further.

The range of velocity ratios of interest for the coaxial

flow GCR contains all those above a value of about 2 or 3.

The most pertinent feature of this range is the solid cylin-

drical wake of the inner duct rather than the wake of its

thin wall.

The wake is partially filled by the inner stream fluid,

and for lower values of the velocity ratio the wake effect

is partially mitigated. This can be thought of in terms

of there being enough inner stream fluid to satisfy the

entrainment requirements of the outer stream flow. However,

as the velocity ratio becomes large enough, there is not

1979016961-TSA14
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enough inner stream fluid to satisfy the entrainment require- ..

ments of the outer stream and something similar to separation i_

takes place with the development of radial pressure gradients

and recirculating eddies behind the blunt cylinder end. 9 4i

Figure 3 shows the development of the recirculation eddy

as velocity ratio is increased. As the inner stream is

entrained or accelerated along its outer edge, the streamlines

move outward as they come closer together. Streamlines close

to the centerline must diverge, as a result of the deceleration

of the fluid,in order to satisfy the continuity condition.

Thus, a region of positive pressure is generated on the center-

line. If the pressure rise exceeds the dynamic head at the /

centerline, reversal of the flow takes place with the formation

of a recirculation eddy. In this case, it is said that the

inner stream cannot meet the entrainment requirements of

the outer stream. If, however, the momentum of the inner

stream is high enough, the accelerated outer region will

reach the centerline before a complete reversal can take

place. Here, the entrainment requirements are met.

The velocity is not the only factor in determining

if recirculation will take place in a given coaxial flow.

As has been mentioned before, the outerstream velocity profile

is also very important. Its effect has been illustrated in

terms of the flow induced upstream along the centerline by

a cylindrical vortex sheet downstream of, and at the radius

of, the inner duct° 9 This vortex sheet represents the

boundary layers of the inner and outer streams. The thinner

1979016961-TSB01
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the dominant outerltreamboundary layer is, the more "con- .

¢entrated" its vorticity and the greater the strength of the

vortex sheet. When the induced velocity, which increases '
't

with vortex sheet strength, reaches the magnitude of the

inner stream velocity, recirculation is incipient.

A study in which the Navier-Stokes equations were solved

numerically for the confined laminar coaxial flow system also

showed the importance of the initial velocity profile in the

development of recirculation eddies. 10' 11 Calculations were

made with plug initial profiles a_ well as with parabolic

initial profiles for a series of flow rate (average velocity)
t

ratios. The recirculation always occurred at lower values of
I

the flow rate ratio for the parabolic inlet T rofiles than

for the plug inlet profiles. This is in apparent contra-

diction to the results of Masser 7 discussed above and empha-

sizes the oomplex interactions between the momentum defect,

initial velocity profile,and velocity ratio on the inception

of reciroulation and on transition. The analysis was

limited to laminar flow so that transition was not encountered,

but it is important for flows with realistic Reynolds numbers.

Another interesting conclusion made from the analysis which

is related to transition is that results were presented

which showed that recirculation was delayed to higher flow

rate ratios with increasing bulk flow Reynolds number. The

explanation was that since Re is the ratio of inertial to

viscous terms, the viscous forces which resulted in entrain-

ment became less important as Re increased, and enough inner

1979016961-TSB02
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etreem fluid became available to satisfy the entrainment ,

requirements of the outer stream. However, as Reynolds

number becomes high enough, turbulence will develop and the

effective ratio of inertial to shear forces, the turbulent

Reynolds number, will become relatively very small. Re-

circulation would then again occur at much smaller velocity

ratios. The experiment which was done in conjunction with

this analysis showed that turbulence was actually present

for laminar Reynolds numbers only slightly greater than the

first value for which the delay in _ecirculation was seen I

lfrom the calculations.

The containment of inner stream fluid can now be dis-

cussed in terms of the regimes and types of flow possible.

It is obvious that recirculation will strongly enhance mixing

and result in poor containment because the inner stream will

be mixed internally with recirculated fluid and rapidly

accelerated by andmixed with outer stream fluid, usually

in a highly turbulent process. If recirculation is pre-

vented from occurring, then the mixing takes place in the

annular mixing region and the following cylindrical wake.

The containment will be affected by the magnitude of the

velocity gradients and the level o£ the turbulence. Sup-

pressing the turbulence growth rate and maintaining small

gradients will increase containment and these two conditions
I

can usually be accomplished simultaneously. J

t

It was recognized _ather early in the program that

1979016961-TSB03
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large velocity gradients in the initial plane (narrow outer ,, _
a

stream boundary layer on the trailing edge of the inner stream

duct) resulted in a low value of containment and an analytical

investigation was performed which demonstrated this. The

investigation was on the effects of a momentum buffer region

on the mixing and containment. 12 This investigation was

performed before the existence and effects of reolrculation

eddies were understood and was concerned only with the

effects of molecular and turbulent diffusion. It was found

that there were optimum values of buffer region velocity

ratio and thickness. The initial profiles of all three

streams were taken as plug without zero velocity points at

the ends of the separating ducts. The total outer stream

flow remained constant as the fraction in the buffer region

was varied. This latter condition caused the outer stream

to inner stream velocity ratio to increase as the buffer

region was made thicker. However, the general conclusion

that decreasing the velocity gradients or vorticity increased

containment was demonstrated for the restricted range of

conditions studied in this work. It should be emphasized

that in this study the eddy diffusivity was only a weak

variable of the velocity difference change due to the buffer

layer. Furthermore, the analysis could not include the

gross changes in stability evident in the Masser study. 7

In an experimental investigation 13 done at IIT in

order to study the effects of free stream turbulence on

1979016961-TSB04
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the mixing, velocity and concentration profiles were .

measured for initial velocity profiles which were different

from those in a previous investigation. 14 These profiles _

did not differ markedly, but it still can be seen from the

results that when the Initial _ter-stream boundary layers

in the second investigation were thicker, higher containment

was the result. In this investigation, a screen was placed

in the outer stream upstream of the initial face. This

resulted in lower turbulence intensities in the outer stream,

and a change in outer stream initial velocity profile due to

tripping of the boundary layer on the outside of the inner

duct. Results with the screen were compared to similar

results taken with a boundary layer trip device which gave

an outer stream profile similar to that with the screen but

with higher turbulence intensities. Little difference in

mixing and containment was seen due to the differing initial

turbulence intensities. However, the velocity ratio was

quite high in most of the cases of this investigation, and

the solid cylindrical wake effect was the dominant one.

For the cases where velocity ratios we_e high, the existence

of a recirculation eddy was sho_n by moving a thread of

cotton along the centerline and observing it being pulled

upstream near the exit of the inner duct.

A series of experiments performed at UARL 15' 16, 17

was conducted to determine how containment could be improved

by tailoring initial velocity profiles and turbulence levels.

In a coaxial flow experiment, Scott industrlal foam was

1979016961-TSB05
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placed across the entire duct at the inlet plane. Zt was

shown that recirculation was suppressed up to very high

velocity ratios. The effect of the foam is clearly seen

in Figure 4. In frames a and b, no foam was presen_ and
I

the inner stream, visualized with iodine, shows large scale

turbulence on the edge and rapid mixing. In frames c and d,

with foam present, it is seen that the inner stream has a

smooth edge and maintains its integrity to a much higher

velocity r_tio. In a parallel investigation at IIT, shadow-

graphs of a similar experiment were obtained and are shown

in Figure 5. 18 Scott foam was placed at the initial face

of the same apparatus used in reference 14 as shown in the i

first frame. Pictures were taken at several velocity ratios

with and without a cone that produced, in a crude way, a

buffer region between inner and outer streams. The inner

stream was freon 12 and the outer stream was air. It can

be seen here also, that the inner stream maintains its in-

tegrity and shows smaller turbulence scales with the foam

present and that the cone provides for a wider inner stream

and a smaller scale of turbulence. What is most important
!

in these two figures is that the inner stream decreases _

in width going through the foam.

The radial pressure gradient which is set up by the

entrainment of inner stream fluid and the resulting high

pressure region at the upstream end of the recirculation i

eddy when foam is not present is replaced by a radial

inflow inside the foam. The initlal profile at the down-

1979016961-TSB06
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stream end of the foam is much smoother and monotonically

increasing from the centerline to the beginning of the _
s

outer duct boundary layer. The velocity difference across

the streams must be much lower than that upstream of the _,_

foam because of the radial inflow. Because this new initial

profile has no minimum surrounded by inflection points, the

shear layer generated turbulence is of much smaller scale

and lower intensity. The effect of the foam on the free

stream turbulence is probably of no importance at a11. The

major effect of the foam then is on the initial velocity

profile, the initial velocity ratio, and the elimination _

of the radial pressure gradient. The work at UARL also

included detailed measurements on a coaxial flow with a

buffer layer and the Scott foam in a cavity which was '._

carefully designed to minimize radial diffusive transport

as well as radial pressure gradients. It was shown that

containment could be increased dramatically over a two-

stream system without foam.

The initial investigation on the spherical geometry

with coaxial flow was carried out at Lewis Research Center 19 ._

The investigation was to determine if the spherical shape

could be used advantageously for increasing containment.

The flow experiment was carried out in a two-dimensional

cavity with flat top and bottom and curved walls• The inner

stream was smokey air introduced through a "shower-head"

nozzle. Outer stream air entered all along the porous curved

side walls with a radially inward directed veloclty which

.................................. "............. 1979016961-TSB07
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was adjusted to be fairly uniform over the whole length of

curved wall. The results were very encouraging. The flow

appeared to be steady with a large volume of dense, smokey

air in the middle of the cavity. Containment calculated on

the basis of measured density of smokey air at the showerhead

exit was very large at a flow rate ratio of 25. These

results were understood to be of a very preliminary nature

because it was a two-dimensional mockup of a three-dlmenslonal

flow and the Reynolds number of 1100 was quite low. However,

they indicated that further work was warranted.

A series of experiments were then performed at UARL to

determine containment levels in a spherical cavity. 20' 21 i

In an exploratory study, various types of fuel or inner

stream injection configurations were studied separately

and then the best design was used in an exploration for the

optimal outer stream injection configuration. The spherical

configuration for the "best" case containment studies is

shown in Figure 6. The inner stream is injected through

a porous sphere. The outer stream is injected at the top

and bottom of the cavity with a tangential velocity component

but the central section gives, essentially, only an axial

component of velocity to the propellant. The reasons for

this design being the "best" for spherical geometry is that

it comes closest to the cylindrical case in design. Con-

tainment measured in the spherical geometries at UARLwas

always lower than that measured in cylindrical designs.

The basic problem of the spherical design is in the radlal

"" " " "........ 19790;i6961--TSB08



pressure gradients which exist with curving streamlines.
,o ,4

The tangential component of the outer stream at the top _

of the cavity sets up a radial pressure gradient with a pres- ,
/
g,

sure minimum at the centerline near the fuel injection point.

However, at the downstream end of the cavity, the inward

curving streamlines must begin to curve back out so that

the fluld can exit the chamber through the nozzle. This re-

verse curvature causes a high pressure area at the ¢enterline

near the cavity exhaust. This high and low pressure system

is very favorable for the formation of large recirculation

eddies. These large eddies are visible in many of the flow

visualization studies with spherical geometries. Furthermore,
• /

I

the pressure field set up directly around the fuel injection /

location due to the interaction of the gradients is very

complex and can influence the inner stream fluid velocity

profile at the injector surface. Finally, the entrainment

necessary to "pull" the inner stream out to large radius

against the induced pressure gradient probably also results

in increased mixing _ the fluids.

The conclusion that can be drawn from these containment

studies at this time is that containment in cylindrical geom-

etry cold flow studies is greatest when the radial pressure

gradients are minimized and the inltial velocity profiles are

smooth, monotonic and have small velocity gradients. This com-

bination of virtues has best been accomplished in the cylindrical

coaxial flow experiments conducted at UARL. The factors

affecting containment in spherical geometry ¢old flow are not

1979016961-TSB09
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4
as well understood. There is evidence, presented subsequently,

that recirculation may be favorable to containment in this case. _

However, an almost cylindrical "spherical geometry" employing

the features beneficial to containment in cylindrical geometries,

appears to be one of the better possible designs.

COAXIAL FLOW AND CONTAINMENT

The containment by fluid dynamical means of the fission-

ing material in the cavity of the reactor is the key to the

feasibility of gas core nuclear reactors. Containment,

therefore, has been studied since the inception of the gas

core program. Several different directions have been taken

in these studies. The first of these, naturally, has been

evaluation of the total fissionable material directly from

the analytical solutions of the flow and mass transport

equations. However, even the most detailed analyses un-

dertaken were still lacking in some details of the actual

flow system and experiments were performed to valldate the

analyses in terms of their ability to describe the proposed

model rather than to represent the actual flow in the cavity.

These analytical models were then used to generate enough

information for parameter variation studies on fuel con-

tainment.

The other approaches to evaluation of fuel containment

were of a directly experimental nature and usually were

linked to studies concerned with the improvement of contain-

- ................................ 1979016961-TSB10
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ment. Some of thou studiea dealt only with how a single , .

feature of the flow would affect the containment of the %

fuel in order to further evaluate analytical approaches in

which that particular feature was ignored.

The difficulties encountered in the evaluation of con-

tainment persisted throughout the evolution of the coaxial

flow concept. The basic reason for the difficulties, as

previously discussed, is tlte essentially square configuration

of the cavity. Analytical methods are not available to

treat the resulting turbulent entrance region flow with

extremely large temperature and density gradients. Workers

in the program could only approach a part of this difficult

problem at a time, and the program was drastically scaled

down in funding before all the pieces could be assembled.

Definition of Containment

The purpose of the containment calculation is to de-

termine whether or not, or at what cost, a critical mass

is contained in the reactor cavity. It is an interesting

point that of all the problem areas of the cavity reactor

concept, the nuclear one, that of calculating the required

critical mass, is best understood. Criticality calculations

can be made with reasonable accuracy to determine the mass

required for criticality given the temperature, pressure,

and location of the fusl in the cavity. Furthermore, critical

experiments can be readily performed to check the validity

o£ the calculations. The questions that must be answered

from the fluid dynamics calculations concern the location of
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the fuel-rich region in the cavity end the rate at which fuel , ,,

must be added to the fuel region to maintain a critical maas. .

The initial concept of the geometry of the coaxial flow

reactor was very simple. A cylindrical Jet of gaseous fuel

issued into a co-flowing stream of propellant. The flow w_8

one consisting of concentric, almost cylindrical, stream

tubes with the only deviation from cylindricity occurring

because of mass continuity effects. Containment was defined,

for this oas_ as the amount of inner stream fluid that is

present in the cavity divided by the amount that would have

been present had there been no acceleration of the inner

stream. This containment factor may vary from a maximum of

- 2R
one to a minimum of ui/u o R

il crdr
= ui o dz (I)L-- R

o I ucrdr
o

where subscripts i and o refer to initial properties of

inner and outer gases respectively.

Another definition of containment which was used is the

separation ratio, S. 23 S is defined as the ratio of the life

of propellant particles to the life of fuel particles in the

reactor cavity. For the original coaxial flow concept, this

results in the simple expression

S = UF/U P (la)
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where UF and Up are the average veloclties of the fuel and

propellant flows,reapectively. It can be shown that %

S - Ul/Uo lib)

I

Thus, S can vary from a minimum of ui/u o to a maximum of 1,

with the minimum value denoting the best possible contain-

ment.

As the coaxial flow concept evolved, the cavity shape

became spherical. In this configuration, the radial velocity

component was of the slme order as the axial component and

the definition of equation 1 was no longer a suitable measure

of containment. Two definitions of containment then became

accepted for reporting experimental results. One of these

is the average partial pressure of fuel gas divide_by the

total pressure in the cavity, 17

i fp dV
1 = v (2)

P
P

This can easily be converted to fuel mass,

Fuel Mass = (9__) _TV M (3)

This conversion of course is for uniform cavity temperature.

For the case of varying cavity temperature, the conversion

becomes

r

Fuel Mass - J P1 M dV (3a)
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This temperature effect is pointed out specifically because

in hot flow studies discussed subsequently, mole fraction is

plotted verses spatial position, and integration of mole

_raction over the volume would not result in a measure of

mass containment for these studies.

The other definition is called net volume fraction, and is

the fraction of the cavity that would be filled if all of

the fuel gas at its initial density was concentrated in

one location, 24

Total integrated density relative to 100%

C.R. = for injection density (4)
total volume of cavity

This also can be readily converted to fuel mass,

Fuel mass = VPi ° (C.R.) (5)

These measurements of containment are more directly related

to the mass of fuel present than is the first measure of

equation i.

C_lindrical ' Geometry Flow and Containmene

The first analysis of the cylindrical coaxial flow in

the GCR cavity used boundary layer equations, assumed con-

stant pressure and laminar flow, and neglected the effects

of the confining duct. This simplified the problem to the

point that solutions could be obtained by a direct numerical

integration without iteration starting from the initial

velocity profiles. 25 Calculations showed that containment
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I

would be very high. This analysis was extended to turbulent

flow by substituting eddy diffusivities for molecular

diffusivities and used to interpret experimental results

of a bromine-air coaxial flow. 26 The flow in the experiment

was always turbulent except for one case and the data r_ported

were the radial average bromine concentration normalized

on the initial plane value as a function of downstream

position. From this data, values of eddy diffusivitywere

obtained which brought into agreement the analysis and

experiment. The containment found experimentally was not

adequate for GCR feasibility and further exploration was

undertaken to improve confinement. It is interesting to /

point out here, that what was not known at the time of this

experiment was that the normalizing concentration of the

initial face was almost always not that of pure bromine but

represented a mixture of air end bromine due to the existence

of the recirculation eddy at the exit of the inner duct.

The actual containment, therefore, was even much poorer than

was indicated for the high velocity ratio cases.

The analytical study on the effects of a momentum buffer

region, which is discussed above, was then carried out at

NASA Lewis. 12 The study showed the beneficial effects of

tailoring the initial velocity profile within the limits I
I

of the analysis. Further studies on containment were then

undertaken at NASA LewisF United Aircraft Research Labora-

tories and IIT to determine how and to what level containment
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could be improved in the cylindrical geetry. All three

studies were of the cold flow. The NASA Lewis studies were

mainly of the flow visualization type and have been partially

discussed above. The studies were pointed at an empirical

determination of suitable entrance conditions for the cavity

flow using honeycombs to lower inlet turbulence levels. Honey-

.combs were introduced into the upstream injection section for

velocity ratios close to unity 4 and then for velocity ratios

very different from unity. 5'7 As previously mentioned, the

honeycombs did not improve containment for interesting values

of velocity ratio. Downstream stagnation surfaces were also

experimented with but no improvement in containment could be

obtained with their use. 6 ,_

The UARL studies were also experimental and were the first

to use a short chamber to realistically mock up the cavity

geometry. In the first study, the effects on containment of

a buffer layer were determined. 15'16 Effects of other para-

meters such as velocity level, density ratio, injection radius

ratio, cavity L/D and cavity outlet nozzle throat diameter

were also investigated. The results indicated that the con-

tainment was most strongly affected by the occurrence of re- ,

circulation eddies in the inner jet region. For high values

of the ratio of average outer-stream and buffer-stream inlet

veloclty to inner-stream inlet velocity, the recirculatlon

occurred even though the buffer layer was present. This was

not predicted by the study of Ragsdale 12 because the boundary

layer equations employed could not permit a radlal pressure

variation. For flow conditions with a moderate value of this
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ratio (about 20 or less), a reduced level of turbulent mixing

occurred between the three streams and the inner stream core

extended to the exhaust nozzle. These results indicated that ,_

the buffer region was effective in keeping velocity gradients

(or vortlcity) low enough to prevent rapid transition and

the generation of large scale turbulence which result in

poor containment. It could not delay the gross wake effects i

from becoming important up to velocity ratios which were

large enough to be of interest for the GCR.

In a second, exploratory study, Johnson introduced the

idea of placing a porous material across the entire inlet

plane downstream of the ends of the separating duct. 16'17

He used Scott industrial foams for this purpose. As dis-

cussed above, th_ foam permitted radial inflow without mixing

of the streams, which essentially eliminated the radial

pressure gradients which build up from _le wake effect. The

resulting flow Just downstream of the foam had a reduced

inner jet diameter and a reduced velocity ratio, but apparent

containment with the foam was reported as being better than

was obtained in the previous set of experiments without foam.

In the final study of this series, a number of cavity

inlet configurations were tested, all with foam sections, in

order to determine optimal containment. The inlet configura-

tions included buffer regions, blocked inner sections of the

inner stream entrance, blocked-off buffer region entrances,

and various inner stream radius ratios. The experimental

data obtained included velocity and turbulence intensity

profiles and light absorption measurements which yielded
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concentration profiles. Figure 7 is a schematic of the test
,

section used in the experiment and Figure 8 is a sketch of

the inlet configuration. Two inlets of this type were used

with a radius ratio of the inner stream equal to 0.6 in the

first case and 0.7 in the second. The "best" inlet configura-

tion had partially blocked inner stream inlets to spread the

flow out enough so that the radial inflow in the foam would

not make the emergent inner stream too small from critical

mass considerations. The buffer region inlet was blocked

completely, again to allow for radlal inflow. Velocity pro-

files downstream of the foam are shown in Figure 9 for the

radius ratio of 0.6 and inner and outer streams both of air.

The weight flow ratio of outer to inner stream is 340, which

corresponds to a superficial velocity ratio upstream of the

foam of about 260. This is an extremely large value for a

flow without recirculation. The velocity profiles downstream

of the foam show a central region of essentially zero velocity

and smoothly increasing velocity out to a peak and the begin-

ning of the outer wall boundary layer. The maximum value of

the ratio of peak outer stream veloclty to the velocity at a

radius ratio of 0.6 is only about 22, an order of magnitude

smaller than 260. This change shows the combined effect of

the radial inflow in the foam and the blocked regions at the

inlet.

The containment values measured with this inlet at both

radius ratios were the best ever reported for cold coaxial

flow and are shown in Figure 10. Containment values are

shown for both an alr-air system and a Freon-12-air system
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which has a density ratio of 4.7 and which is about what .

would be expected with a uranium-hydrogen system and the :;_

GCR temperature distribution. For both flow systems con- _

tainment in the GCR region of interest were obtained.

The series of studies performed at IIT were of a some-

what more fundamental nature. The first two of these were ex-

perimental investigations of turbulent mixing in an essen-

tially unbounded coaxial flow 14 and in a shear layer. 27'28'2%

It was determined that for the coaxial flow, wake flow

effects dominated the high velocity ratio cases and that

similarity of velocity profiles, density profiles and turbu-

lent intensity profiles (self-preservation) was not evident

until at least 3 inner stream initial diameters downstream.

With the nuclear calculations indicating the need for a

cavity L/D of about one and a large radius ratio of inner

stream fluid, it became very evident that the cavity flow was

an entrance region flow that would be difficult to treat

analytically. Complete sets of velocity profiles, density

profiles,and turbulence intensity profiles were presented for

a range of velocity ratios and density ratios up to 7 to 1

for use in applicable theoretical studies. Another in-

teresting result of these studies was that turbulence

intensities in the region of interest increased with increas-

ing velocity ratio as the outer stream velocitywas held

constant. This demonstrated that the turbulence which causes

the rapid mixing is generated in the mixing region and not

convected into the mixing region from upstream of the initial

face.
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& second study in the same coaxial _low teat section ._

demonstrated that upstream turbulence had little effect on

the mixing,while the outer stream initial velocity profile

had a very important effect on mixing. Further studies in

this test section showed the turbulence intensities were

somewhat damped when the inner stream density was increased I

to about 4 times that of the air outer stream 13 and

explored the formation of recirculation eddies in the inner

stream fluid. 9 This latter study showed the development

of the radial and axial pressure gradients as the velocity

ratio was increased. It also showed that for an unbounded

coaxial flow,recirculation began at a velocity ratio of about

13 for a density ratio of one, and at about 26 for a density

ratio of about 4, for the particular inlet configuration

employed. While these results are unique to the test section

in which they were measured, they demonstrate that recir-

culation is a function of both density ratio and veloclty

ratio and not simply of mass flux ratio. The data indicate

that dependence is on the square root of momentum flux ratio,

but there are not enough data available to verify this

relationship.

Another experiment was also performed at IIT on the

mixing of ducted, coaxial streams. 30 The inlet stream

radius ratio was fixed at 0.6 and data obtained for velocity

profiles, density profiles and turbulence intensity profiles.

The recirculation patterns were again observed at the higher
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flow rates. Similarity of profiles, indicating a self-

preserving turbulence, were not evident. Containment was

evaluated for the cases with density ratio of 4 and showed

a value of 0.i for ?I/P at a velocity ratio of 29.2, a

discouragingly low value. The profile data from this ex-

periment was used in an analysis also conducted at IIT.

The analysis was of a ducted coaxial flow of non-reacting

fluids of different densityo 31 It used the boundary

layer equations as did those previously mentioned but

took into account the outer duct shear stress effect by

including an axial pressure variation. The solutions were

obtained numerically and were fit to the experimental data

to obtain coefficients for eddy transport. The solutions

could be made to fit the data very well for low velocity

ratios, but as the radial pressure gradients became signif-

icant, the analysis broke down. This indicated the necessity

of using the full Navier-Stokes equations to describe the

cavity flow.

A solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for a ducted

coaxial flow was also carried out at IIT. 10' 11 The analysis

was for a laminar flow of streams of different velocities,

densities, and radius ratios. The bulk Reynolds numbers

(based on total mass flow rate and outer duct diameter) was

limited to less than 2000. The work explored the problems

inherent to numerical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations.

It also showed explicitly the build up of radial and axial

pressure gradients and the formation of recirculation eddies.
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The outer duct was ¢onmidered to be infinite in length in
_q

order to use the fully developed velocity profile as a J

downstream boundary condition so that the effects of a short

L/D were not demonstrated. Because of the complex flow in

the cavity, the use of a single value for turbulent Reynolds

number is grossly inaccurate, so it is very difficult to

relate the results such as the containment values calculated

in this work to the more realistic turbulent case.

It should be pointed out in closing this section, that

the gravitational force, or Froude number effect, while

recognized by all of the investigators, had never really been
i

separated from the mixing effects in discussing experimental .'

data. The experiments were all performed with the test section

axis.parallel to the direction of the gravitational force.

Acceleration due to the gravitational force would, when the

inner stream density was substantially greater than that of

the outer stream, have a considerable effect directly on the

containment and on the inception of recirculation.

These effects were noted specifically by Bennett and

Johnson 17 in some of their measurements. However, experi-

mental containment data for the cylindrical cavity has

never been corrected for this effect. The gravitational

or body force field expected in the GCR had been evaluated

analytically by Puttre 32 and considered more carefully

in the spherical containment studies discussed below.

• - • . _.. ........... _ ........= _ n
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_,herlcal Gpomatry Flow and Containment
" t

The investigation which initiated work on the spherical ._

geometry was that of Lanzoo 19 He noted that because of

pressure vessel design and wall coollng requirements, a

spherical cavity shape would be more likely than a cylin-

drical one. In this spherical design the propellant would

be introduced all along the cavity wall to satisfy wall

cooling requirements and also to induce the inner stream

to occupy a greater fraction of the cavity volume. An

experiment was carried out to investigate the flow patterns

which would occur in a spherical cavity with wall injection

over the whole wall length. There were two objectives

of the study. The first was flow visualization to gain

qualitative information, and the second was to measure

containment in order to determine whether or not further

investigation of the spherical geometry was warranted.

The flow experiment was, however, carried out in a two

dimensional model as shown. This was done in order to

have two flat transparent sides for the flow visualization

and measurements. The apparatus consisted of these two

sides held 6" apart by a 9" diameter circular sidewall

which had a nozzle-like port. Opposite the port was a

shower head inlet for smokey air. The sidewalls were

porous so that the clear air which simulated the pro-

pellant entered the cavity with a radially inward directed

velocity. This flow was held constant at 352 standard
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CFH. The volumetric flow rate of the smoke-filled air

which simulated the fuel was varied to give propellant-

to-fuel flow rate ratios of 100, 75, 50, and 25. Three

kinds of data were obtained. First, a shrouded hot-wire

probe was used to measure incoming propellant velocity

distribution around the curved cavity wall. Second, still

and motion pictures were taken to obtain a qualitative

description of _'_e flow. Finally, desitometer traces of

the still photograph negatives were made to obtain con-

centration profiles of the "fuel" in the cavity volume.

The "fuel" concentration was referred to the value mea- /
f'

sured just downstream of the fuel injector.

The results of this study were felt to be very encouraging.

After adjusting the propellant flow ratio so that it was

fairly uniform over the whole length of cavity wall, the

flow appeared to be steady with a large volume of relatively

dense smokey air in the middle of the cavity. A typical

case is shown in Figure 11. The containment calculations

yielded a pure fuel volume of 0.51 at a flow rate ratio

of 25 and of 0.28 at a flow rate ratio of 100. This

measure of containment, as described above, is volume

fraction which the fuel in the cavity would occupy if it

were concentrated to 100% fuel and is equal to, for an

isothermal cavity, the fuel partial pressure over the cavity

pressure. These values are considered to be in the feasible

range for the GCR.
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These results were understood to be very preliminary

and were intended only for determining whether or not addi- ;_

tional work should be undertaken. The two-dimensional

mockup of an axi-symmetric system is always crude, at

best. One would expect more pronounced continuity effects

and mixing in the axi-symmetric case. Also, boundary layer

flows on the flat sides may have contained an unusually

large fraction of the outer stream flow and measurements

were not made to determine if this effect was present.

Furthermore, the Reynolds number of 1100 in this experiment

was very low, and the field was of uniform density.

a'

Because these encouraging results left many unanswered

questions, three new spherical geometry studies were

initiated at UARL, AeroJet Nuclear Corp., and IIT. The

intent was to obtain experimental data on a more realistic

mockup (UARL), to develop the analytical capability, to

study the flow in detail (IIT and UARL) and to start the

experimental work in a location where the extension to a

nuclear experiment could be undertaken. The two experi-

mental investigations are discussed first.

Johnson at UARL 20 performed an exploratory study of

the effects of "fuel" injection configurations and "pro-

pellant" inlet flow conditions in a spherical chamber.

In these experiments, air was the propellan_ or outer-

stream gas, and air or Freon Ii was the inner or fuel

gas stream. The inner stream was dyed with iodine for flow

¢w
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visualization. He designed an experimental apparatua in ,

which both the upstream and downstream hemispheres could

be modified to determine effects of propellant inlet flow

configuration.

The inner gas or "fuel" injector configuration was

studied in a coaxial flow apparatus previously discussed. 17

A portion of the outer gas entrance was blocked off over

the injector to allow the inner gas to expand radially.

Six different injector devices were tested. A ceramic

filter cup provided for the proper axial and radial flow

of inner stream gas. The flow from the filter cup was
,!

uniform, laminar like and did not have any jet charac-

teristics.

Conclusions made concerning the inner-gas source region

tests were that the inner-gas injector should provide for

both radial and axial flow of inner gas, the outer flow

should be blocked off upstream of the injector, and that

it is possible to obtain a large volume of inner stream

fluid with the proper outer-stream flow.

Studies of the outer-stream flow indicated that a

porous wall injector which provided for an initially radial

flow of the outer stream gave poor containment. An outer

stream injection which was all tangential was experimented

with and showed large recirculation cells and a large amount

of mixing. Continued experimentation showed that con-
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tainment was best when the outer stream was injected axially

in the upper half of the cavity and tangentially in the

lower half. However, containment was still not equivalent

to that obtained with the cylindrical coaxial flow cavity.

It was also found that the inner gas injector should be

located about i/i0 of the cavity diameter downstream of

the cavity top.

These experimental studies were continued in order to

21
determine if containment could be substantially increased.

Outer stream injection studies were made in a wedge-shaped

chamber and the complex dependence of containment on many

flow parameters was demonstrated. The Reynolds numbers

for the tests were high enough so that the flow was

insensitive to this parameter. The most important para-

meters were the direction and distribution of outer stream

velocity along the wall and the location of the inner stream

source. These determined whether or not recirculation

cells were set up and the location of the cell if it existed.

As mentioned above, these parameters determine the pressure

distribution in the cavity which in turn controls the re-

circulation. If the inner stream is entrained too rapidly,

a high pressure region will exist near the inner stream

inlet. The velocity direction near the cavity exhaust controls

the strength of the downstream pressure maximum resulting

from the streamlines bending back axially to go out the

nozzle. These two pressure peaks, if high enough, will

i

............. •..................... :-,_ - .................... -._-_.... -... 4, - . ., -'... ..-:L' ._'.'." _,
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become stagnation points and cradle a recirculation eddy
%

which usually causes a great deal of mixing of the two :

streams. The best configuration, in terms of containment,

developed by Johnson is shown in Figure 6. It has a snort

tangential flow section up to the inner stream injector,

a long axial flow section and a final tangential flow section.

The first section helps to spread the inner stream, but the

flow becomes axial in the second section before the inner

stream can be entrained strongly enough to develop a very

high pressure region just downstream of the inner-stream

injector. The final tangential flow section is such as to

make the radius of curvature of the streamlines in the cavity

exit region fairly large in order to keep radial pressure

gradients small.

The best containment results obtained after this long,

experimental, trial and error process still were not as

high as those obtained in the cylindrical coaxial flow

experiments. Figure 12 shows the containment values plotted

along with those of the previous work. It is seen that

for both equal density cases and differing density cases

containment is lower than with the cylindrical geometry.

It should be pointed out here that in this experiment

with Freon-ll as the inner gas, the tests were run with

the cavity exhaust located both at the top and bottom to

demonstrate the effect of the gravitational forces. It
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was seen that in both cases the effect could be large.

When the flow was upward, the body force tended to spread _

the inner stream and increase mixing, while when the flow

was downward, the inner stream tended to accelerate and

contract along the centerline. No quantitative measure

of the body force field effect was obtainabl_ but the

qualitative results indicated that it must be taken into

consideration in the cavity design.

Containment was usually highest in this work, especially

when the inner gas was of higher density than the outer

gas, when a limited amount of recirculation was present.

This helped to balance the gravitational forces acting on

the heavier gas.

An extensive experimental investigation of spherical

24,33
coaxial flow was carried out at Aerojet Nuclear Company.

The object of this work was to establish flow conditions

which would be optimal from nuclear considerations. This

was a first step in a program to run a flowing gas critical

experiment which was never completed because of the ter-

mination of funding. Tests were conducted in two dimen-

sional test sections with curved, louvered walls and flat

sides and also in spherical test sections with louvered

walls. Most of the tests, however, were done in tne two-

dimensional test sections. The program was oriented towards

obtaining a "working model", rather than a basic understanding
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of the cavity flow. Some scaling studies were done but no .

conclusive results were obtained.

The work included studies of the effects of inner

stream injection, cavity shape, exhaust nozzle shape,

outer stream injection configuration, density variation,

and flow rate variation. Flow was metered outside the

test section and the inner stream was dyed with oil smoke.

Time exposure pictures were taken of the cavity and con-

centration of smokey inner stream fluid was obtained

from densometric measurements of the film. The apparatus

was designed primarily for ease in changing the various

components and parameters rather than for making precise

experimental measurements. Figure 13 shows tests with

the two-dimensional test section, and Figure 14 shows

tests with the spherical test section. After considerable

experimentation it was concluded that containment at

feasible levels could most probably be accomplished.

Fuel volume fractions as high as 50% were reported for

the two-dimensional test section and 33% for the spherical

test section with flow rate ratios of i00 to 200. These

results were for the equal density case and results with

heavier inner stream fluid were substantially lower.

The optimal location of the inner stream injector

and other configuration parameters were obtained for each

test section in a trial-and-error procedure, but scaling

laws for these parameters were not determined. However,
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scaling on reactor dimension was attempted using two test ''

sections of each type, one twice as large as the other. %

Laminar Reynolds number and Froude number scaling was

attempted, and it was found that since both of these parameters

could not be held constant the scaling was somewhere in

between matching the two but favoring the Reynolds number.

However, matching the laminar Reynolds numbers will only

match the inertial forces of two turbulent flows and not

the turbulent shear forces. Since the containment results

from a combination of inertial and shear forces, turbulence

scaling must also be included and this may be the strongest

parameter. Johnson, as reported above, found little vari- /

ation in flow patterns with changing laminar Reynolds numbers.

Another conclusion of this work should be examined

along with the results of Johnson. In the AeroJet work

it was concluded that recirculation was very favorable

for containment, while this uonclusion was not so strongly

shown in the UARLwork. This is an interesting point

and may be a result of the different velocity levels be-

tween the two investigations. The velocity level in the
,.

UARLexperiments _as about an order of magnitude higher

than that in the AeroJet studies. The analytical study

of Shavit, and Shavit and Lavan 10'11 for laminar flow agrees

with the Aerojet conclusion by showing that for certain inlet

flow configurations, the existence of a recirculation cell

can improve containment. Apparently, the degree of turbulent
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mixing plays an important role in determining whether or

not recirculation can be beneficial for containment. The
i

gravitational forces also play a role in the overall _'

balance. _cir_ulation dimi.nishes the effects of the

body force pulling the heavy, inner stream to the cavity

exit, but if turbulent mixing is great enough, the net

beneficial result of recirculation is lost because of the

rapid entrainment of the inner stream along the edge of

the recirculation zone.

A study of bouyancy or body force terms was also carried

out along the lines of Puttre's work. 32 It was determined .

that increasing the density ratio alwa_ decreased contain-

ment level, but a scaling law for density variation effects

could not be determined. .'

The concentration measurements made in the _rojet

study may have considerable inaccuracy. In Figure 13

three photographs are shown with different inner-stream

injector positions. Both the inner-and outer-stream flow

rates are the same for all three cases. Therefore, the _

mean, mixed concentration of smoke (flow averaged) must :

be _he same in all three cases at the nozzl_ exit plane.

However, the lowest figure shows a much greater averag.3

concentration of smoke exiting the cavity than the _pper

two. The effect seems to be due to how well the smoke

is distributed in the direction transverse to the plane

of the film. In the figure the smokey air seems to be

..... L_ v
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concentrated along the axis of the test section and this

indicates that a considerable variation in measured con-

tainment would result from variations transverse to the

film plane and caused by two-dimensional flow regions

such as the boundary layers on the flat surfaces. This,

and other sources of inaccuracies with a concentration

measurement of this type indicate, that while the trends

reported in this work are correct, the actual values of

containment reported should be taken as being very

approximate.

The analytical investigations of spherical coaxial

flow were both numerical solutions of the Navier-Stokes

equations. Johnson used a modified version of the Basic

Computer Program of Gosman, et a134 for determining

streamline distribution for applicable boundary conditions.

The modification of the program was done to accommodate

the type of boundary conditions pertinent to the GCR cavity.

The turbulent flow in the cavity was simulated by using a

single very large value of the kinematic viscosity. Results i

were obtained which showed the way the strength and location

of the recirculation zone varied with outer-stream and

inner-stream inlet configurations and with varying density

ratios. The value of the gravitational constant was also

varied to demonstrate its effect on the flow field. Figure

2-- 15 shows the streamlines and isodensity lines for two values

of initial density ratio pi/Po for a given set of boundary
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conditions, and illustrates the effect of varying this .

parameter. The calculated streamlines and isodensity lines

have the same general characteristics observed experimentally _

in the tests reported on previously.

A second numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes

equations was partially completed at IIT before funding

was terminated. 35 This work was directed at the develop-

ment of a new computer program that would be directly

applicable to the spherical geometry of the GCR cavity.

Some preliminary results were obtained for laminar flow

and a density ratio of one which showed how the recircu-

lation was affected by changes in outer stream injection

configuration.

These analytical tools can provide a very useful

and inexpensive means of eliminating the major part of

experimental trial-and-error optimization. Good approx-

imations of inlet flow geometry and cavity shape can be

found with "computer experimentation" and with only final

optimization requiring laboratory experimentation.

Scaling laws can also be determined from numerical solutions

with verification in the laboratory. The present computer

programs must, however, be developed further to include the

effects of turbulence, energy generation, temperature

variation, and the proper cavity geometry in order to become

a useful tool.
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EFFECTS OF HEAT GENERATION ON CONTAINMENT ,_9

Most of the studies done on the containment of fission-

able material of fuel in the cavity considered only the

cold flow of gases. The effects of the very large heat

generation rate in the fuel gas were neglected because of

the difficulties encountered in treating them both analyti-

cally and experimentally. The few studies that have been

performed on "hot flows" do not readily yield values for

containment but rather indicate how the heat release will

affect the containment as it is determined from cold flow

studies.

The experimental work done on hot flows includes a

series of investigations by Grey and coworkers at Princeton

University on a flowing argon plasma and cold coaxial stream

of several different gases. 36' 37, 23 Cold flow data were

also taken for comparison. Their work also included an

analysis of coaxial flow mixing. Both laminar and turbulent

flows were investigated. The earlier work centered on the

laminar case, but results showed that a laminar flow could

not be maintained in their apparatus. In the turbulent

flow studies maps of concentration, velocity and temperature

were obtained with a cooled probe technique. The flow in

this system was dominated by a wake effect, which the

investigators attempted to quantify, and high inlet turbulence

level. Schlieren pictures of the flow field showed thet the
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coaxial field fluid which issued from a section of tubes

maintained its individual Jet stratification for at least

one inner Jet diameter downstream, inhibiting mixing to

some extent. However, the wake effect was, in general,

so strong that mixing occurred very rapidly. The important

conclusions that were drawn from this work are that the

effects of core temperature on the concentration profiles

are not large and that containment of argon within a cy-

linder defined by the argon inlet duct diameter is essen-

tially complete. Furthermore, the spreading rate of the

argon appears to be less with the hot flow cases than in

similar cold flow cases. These conclusions are stated here

because they are in disagreement with published results from

a later series of arcjet studies.

This later series of hot flow studies were done at the

TAFA division of the Humphries Corp. 38'39'40'41'42'43'44

TAFAOs objective was to develop an induction heated plasma

simulation of a gas core reactor. Data consisting of con-

40
centration, temperature and stagnation pressure measurements

were taken in a coaxial flow of argon plasma and air or

hydrogen. The plasma was induced by a radio-frequency field

after the arc was started up with a D.C. discharge. The

air/argon mass flow ratios used were 0.6, 5.55 and 19.7 and

the hydrogen/argon mass flow ratio was llmited to one value

of 1.67. Both hot flow and cold flow runs were performed

and it was concluded from a comparison that "the plasma
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eliminates all turbulent recirculation present in the cold

flow and appears to behave as if it had a definite skin or %

boundary similar to a gas/liquid interface." Some of their
I

hot and cold flow concentration data is reproduced in Figures

16-18. Pigure 16 shows concentration measurements for cold,

laminar, axial flow of _gon and air. Both streams have

equal volumetric flow _aLes of i00 SCFH. The parabolic

lines of constant mole fraction are cited as evidence of

purely laminar flow. The strongest evidence presented by

this figure, however, apparently invalidates the concentration

measuring scheme employed. The mean mixed mole fraction of

air for this case is 0.50. Yet, at two diameters downstream,
t

the parabolic flow averaged mole fraction of air is at least

0.70. However, at this axial station the velocity profile

is probably closer to plug than parabolic, and a plug profile

averaging would give a mean, mixed mole fraction of air of

about 0.8. This indicates that concentration measurements

are accurate to, at best, about + 50%. Other data are

presented for cold and hot flows successively, for different

mass flow rate ratios. In these cases there is a tangential

or swirl component of the velocity of the argon to stabilize

the arc.

The discrepancy between the measured concentrations

and the mean mixed mole fraction exists for each of the

mass flow ratios investigated. The equal velocity case,

Wair/Wargon = 0.67, is shown in Figures 17 and 18 for the
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cold flow and hot flow, respectively. In the cold flow _'

case, at 2" downstream the air mole fraction is shown as

0.5 at the centerline. The region off the centerline must

have considerably higher mole fractions of air, yet the mean

mixed mole fraction of air is 0.451, according to a mass

• balance. Another peculiar feature of the TAFA results is

visible in Figure 18 for the hot flow. At the initial plane

of the mixing region the argon concentration ranges as high

as 0.50 in the entering air stream. This peculiarity exists
L

in most of the remaining data for both hot and cold flow.

One possible explanation for the disagreement can be

based on the measuring device employed. A sample of fluid

was removed from the flow field with an aspirating probe.

If the probe sucked in fluid at a rate higher than the

local flow rate in the field, it would perturb the flow

fleld considerably and result in the measurement of a

concentration averaged over a volume quite large compared

to the probe tip.

Another observation that can be made from the cold

flow figures is that the inner stream spreads rapidl_radially

outward, past the radius of the argon duct. This is in direct

disagreement with essentially all other cold coaxial flow

experiments with the outer stream to inner stream velocity

ratio substantially greater than one. The Princeton hot

flow studies, which also had a swirl component to stabilize

the arc, show a decrease in spreading rate from the cold
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flow to hot flow experiments as do the TAFA experiments, but " _

the Princeton measurements also conclude that the argon does %

not spread beyond the inner duct radius. Furthermore, the

Princeton plasma is being cooled, so the spreading rate

changes should be different than in the TAFA work where

energy is being put into the plasma by the RF field. These

apparent inconsistencies and disagreement with previous

work make conclusions on containment from the TAFA work of

doubtful value.

A second conclusion drawn from the TAPA work is that

the plasma has a "hard skin". This is based on high speed

photographs showing 250 micron tungsten particles "bouncing

off the plasma fireball." It is not clear that this con-

clusion has ever been confirmed by reference to observations

made by other investigators in the field of plasma physics

working with arcs which are not in RF fields. An alternate

possible explanation of the bouncing relates to the Leidenfrost

phenomenon which explains why a drop of water will bounce

o£f a hot frying pan. The tungsten particle would begin to

vaporize as it entered the very hot plasma region. The

high rate of vapor generation would then drive the particle

back out of the arc.

It is also true that electrostatic fields exist in the

plasma due to the RF field. Calculations of the electro-

static force required to balance the gravitational force on

the particle indicate a charge equivalent to 103 to 104
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electrons on the surface of the tungsten ball are required.

It is possible that a charge of this magnitude could be

accumulated by the tungsten as it passes through the outside

fringe of the plasma since tungsten would tend to "poison"

the arc. These alternative explanations for the bouncing

particles are also not conclusive. However, the existence

of a "hard plasma skin" should be left open to question

until it is confirmed in a plasma without an RF field.

In a later report covering tests which were carried

out by TAFA on a curved permeable wall induction torch,

the plasma was maintained by vaporizing solid material which

ionized. 41 After startup, the plasma was fed by the vaporized

solid with no through-put of ionizing gas. The solid to

coolant gas mass flow ratio was between 1/1500 to 1/50_0.

Because of the very different processes taking place, these

numbers cannot be taken to have any relationship to con-

tainment requirements in a cavity reactor.

In this report, experiments were also carried out with

a flowing argon plasma and with a coolant gas flow, all of

which entered the flow field radially through a porous wall.

In these tests, as in the previous ones, the hot flow con-

ditions were said to prevent all recirculation due to wake

effects. This can be explained as being due to the rapid

expansion of the argon stream which in turn is due to its

rapid temperature rise. In fact, a gas experiencing a
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temperature change from 300°K to 9000°K would expand in "I

volume by a factor of 30. Since the confining walls prevent ._

,q

radial expansion of the argon, the axial volocity of the argon

inQreases by at least a factor on the order of 30. In _ii

the tests performed at TAFA, except one, the initial (co_d)

velocity ratio was about 34 or less, and the exceptional

case was about 45. If these ratios are divided by 30, it

is seen that actual velocity ratios is the plasma region

are order one or less, so that the strong wake effect which

causes recirculation is just not present in the hot flow

cases. This axial expansion of the inner stream is also

apparent in the Princeton work where velocity traverses

23
are presented. However, the incomplete data sets make

it difficult to demonstrate it quantitatively. Figure 19

shows a case with initial velocity ratio of about 1 where

initial velocities are based on initial plane average con-

ditions. However, the centerline temperature at the initial

plane of the mixing region is 6000°R, and the centerline

velocity is almost 3 times the coolant gas velocity. The

centerline temperature decays to 3000°R in two diameters,

and the oenterline velocity falls to about half of the

initial value, indicating expansion and contraction take

place almost entirely in the axial direction for these

experiments where the outer fluid was not confined.

An analytical study of the effects of heat generation

on an entrance region coaxial flow was performed at IIT. 45
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In this study, the equation set was formulated to represent

tho gross behavior of the flow field and to avoid the com- I,

plexity of a more detailed analysis. The field was modeled

as a laminar, confined coaxial flow for which the boundary

layer assumptions are valid. Only radial radiative transport
i

of energy was considered,and the two fluids were assumed to

be immiscible. The results for one typical case are shown

in Figure 20. Here z is axial distance made dimensionless

on outer duct radius times Reynold's number, and e is the

location of the interface between the two immiscible streams.

Subscript e is the value of the inner stream property at the

interface.

The centerline velocity changes from I/i0 the outer

stream value at the initial plane, to 1.4 times the initial

value of that of the outer stream. The centerline temperature

increases very rapidly and then actually falls off slightly

as the thermal radiation becomes domirant. It is also seen

that the interface location falls rapidly from 0.7 to about

0.3 as the centerline velocity increases by a factor of 14,

and centerline temperature increases by a factor of only 3.

If the velocity increase was due only to thermal expansion

axially along the centerline, the velocity change there

,-_ would be only by about a factor of 3. However, all of the

inner stream expands due to heat generation and the energy

radiated to the outer stream causes expansion of the outer

stream also, and all of this fluid expands radially
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inward to some extent, because of the confining wall. This _,

effect, coupled with the buildup of the wall boundary layer

aocounts for the additional increase in centerline velocity.

This type of behavior is indicated in the TAUA results for

their hot flow cases (Figure 18). In all their cases, the

lines of high constant mole fraction of argon stretch out

to a considerdble extent in a narrow region along the center-

line. This is consistent with the idea of a radially shrinking,

axially expanding core of argon.

There is, at present, one investigation still being

carried out at Princeton University. 46 It is a numerical

evaluation of heat transfer in a fissioning uranium plasma

core reactor cavity operating with seeded hydrogen. The

heat transfer in the cavity is considered in great detail,

but at the present stage of analytical development flow

patterns in the cavity are assumed, so that thernal effects

on the flow cannot be evaluatedo

_t is difficult to draw conclusions from the relatively

small amount of work done on how the, internal heat generation

affects containment. In the discussion of the previous section,

it was seen that cylindrical coaxial flow gave the best

cold-flow containment found to date. However, the cylln-

drical boundary causes large axial acceleration when internal

heat generation is present. It is possible then, that a

spherical cavity outer boundary may be desirable for contain-

ment with heat generation. The key to success would be to

use the thermal expansion to take place radi_11y instead

o
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of axially, while mixing and entrainment are minimized by

inducing axial streamlines downstream of the expansion.

P
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SUMMARY

The accomplishments of a project-oriented research program

are difficult to describe when major elements of the program are

interrupted for several years. It is natural in such a program

to progress from stage to stage without fully unifying and

documenting the work of each stage because it appears at the time

wasteful of time and funds to do so. However, the full retros-

pective documentation of program accomplishments, when the program

has not been carried to a logical conclusion, is almost impossible.

A large number of fluid mechanics studies of the coaxial

flow in the GCR cavity have been carried out. Some of this

work has significance beyond the program itself, and some of it

was so restricted in scope that it has value only toward the

development of a coaxial flow GCR. This type of discrimination

was not undertaken as a part of this review. This review

attempts to describe what is presently known about the flow in

the cavity. It is obvious that feasibility cannot be evaluated

today.

It has been shown that cold flow containment levels in a

cylindrical cavity are at least into the marginal range, and

further improvement is possible. Some experimental evidence

exists which indicates cold flow containment in a spherical

cavity has been brought to the same level. There are also

experiments which indicate that temperature effects will be

favorable, but these have not been adequately documented.

The development of analytical tools for studying the flow has

not been carried to the stage at which these tools become
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truly useful. What is apparent from the review is that even

though much has been done to demonstrate feasibility, a great

deal more still needs tO be done.

The general nature of the flow in both cylindrical and

spherical cavities is known. The effects of the single variation

of each of the most important flow-parameters are also under-

stood_ However, neither an analytical nor an experimental model

has been developed which describes the physical situation in

enough detail to provide an accurate assessment of fuel con-

tainment, Such models would include means for simulating and

varying velocity profiles, density profiles, and turbulence

levels along an entire, arbitrary, cavity boundary and a fuel

injection device. They would also include a means of simulat-

ing the heat generation and transport in the cavity, and of

simulating gravitational effects.

In order to continue the program to demonstrate coaxial

flow GCR feasibility, further work must be done on both

analytical and experimental models of the cavity flow. These

models must be more quantitative than those produced in the

past. The present state of the art of modeling of the cavity

flow is such that development of a realistic analytical model

can be started immediately. However, because of conflicting

results and inaccuracies of some of the previous experimental

work with high temperature ;lows, the experimental modeling

should not be started at a stage as advanced as that of the

analytical modeling. Rather, the development of a non-

nuclear experimental facility should be started with the
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initial objective of repeating the hot plasma-cold propellant

coaxial flow studies in both cylindrical and spherical

geometries. Specific questions such as those concerning l

mixing with laz_e velocity ratios based on hot flow densities

and turbulent transport across a large temperature gradient

should be addressed in the early work with this proposed

facility.

It should be pointed out in closing that the feasibility of

any given concept is to some extent a function of the value

of the conceived device. Therefore, any continuing work

on GCR feasibility should be broad enough in scope to be

relevant to the wide range of possible applications of the

device.

,...... " ' " '-' - ,1 '
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PRESENT CONTRACT)

OUTER-STREAMINLET
OUTER-STREAh

PLENUM

POROUSPLATE

FLOWSTRAIGHTENERS

PERFORATED PLATE

_"--- EXHAUST NOZZLE

DIAMETER , Dr.

TO EXHAUST

FtBure 7.
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17
SKETCHES0_: INLET CONFIGURATIONS "

d) INNER-JET MA;dlFOLDRESTRICTED- ,I/r O 0.60
t

FOAM CHARACTERISTICS

INLET NO. t hl

10 0.9_3 30
I
I

" 12 0.953 J 20

INLET NO. 10USEDFOR FINAL DATA RUNS

UPSTREAM VIEW
IhihiER-JET RESTRICTED, r C 6.35 CM

INNER-JET RADIUS, r! 7.62 CM

RADIUS, rB 9.21CM

RADIUS, rO 12.70 CM

I

A A
UTER-JET INJECTION AREA

UNRESTRICTED INNER-JET

INJECTION AREA

SECTION A-AOUTE! -'YLIhiDERWAL

_BLOCKED WITH R.T.V. -_

0.|S9 CM THICK PERFORATED PLATE

I / COhiTA'hiINO0.3CMDIAHOLES

i/i
' I

L! TEST CH
CHAMBER INJECTION P HE I SCOTT INDUSTRIAL FOAM

I t - CM THICK

N - PORES INCH_NOM.I

4 Fisure 8.

r,
t_
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AXIALVARIATIONOF MEANVELOCITYPROFILESAT MAXIMUMWEIGHT-FLOW
RATIOWITHOUTRECIRCULATION.FORINLETNO.10 ',,

5:/'o " 0.60,Wo/V_j:_3,o _.
L

W(CALC)
Z (CM) RUH NO. SYMBOL

W(METER)

2.54 214 0 1.02

7.62 211 I'1 0.87

15.24 215 A 0.99

Uo = _'.F: 0 Urdr

ti im....!!iti!i"'............m!t "'" _ N !iiltilli.... ":_ " :::::;;: ........ u;; .... tl :::: _:': ::: .... _ii

,._ .,, .... ,-::_iT, W11 _1.t_I-H .... :_:

Ill :;I; ..h II ll/l,,,, I11 _!_ llll_1l;iii

:t_ ,t, . _'I

;.6m F"IH!'",_:..........i!l....H_!_!:"*l,llIi!ii_:._.:.,:,....r-r,,,.........+_ 'lii_"'"'",::;,,,,.....
" _i- ..... " 1:.: ... : ..... • *''' •....:;4/ ii: '.::1_I:1fillI_1111 _i 1111.... _ ,_I,'ii._iJ'i::iil::............ IIH ....I;i ........ _!! .... :;_: !:I.' .1 _, m; !_.i _:: .... _!'!t_:,'"'

..........._:;,ili_:,:,'.-'[iil'"...................... "' _It: i:I _i_ _.:::_litl_" !_t ........t!.i uri .;_ "m _.'*! '_'_ .....

° iii ....." ;" ';" ........ ,_" "".... :H; ..,. !iil .... I: ;;.... _l: ........ iii_':: ,,. :.I, :_' ii!i1:;;,.. .,_, ..... l:-_

m _" :::: :'.:1:1: ;iii!iiiiiii;_:_ii _I '_1 i :;: I • t:........ .. ;I: ti_i I• ,:". ,,;: .... :.: ;;.

< ',u .... :w .,,,:_: FI! _) i! ......,, ::I_ ;:_ .... ,,,,z ,,, "'" :l! ';' .... _;; '" _.;'_llli'!" _'" .... _....... ",' . "'" )i.) :::: ;-!_ ;_:)'. 't_
, .................... ,, "..it:"'" ::_I ',:1', " I:;

z: "'............."" .... '" ; _''":: :::: ,..,':*:ii,:; ........."'" ;'; ;::i:"';'; ;:',: "", I'".::
iii "_;' ;:i; :;; ......""' '"' :_::EHiu u 'i, :ii ..............;,.,.',_I .... :ill::I '"' '"' '*" ,... 1: ;I ;,I ;1] .+........ ,.,,............ '" ;1! r:tt l:_• _ . *... ::: ::*_" _)'.

........ ..., ,1 ;lh _ *' ; ._.,. ;1;' _'*
......., .. ,;_! 'I,':U; ::1; It'":**_

o o._ii; ;,i',:::_ ...._i_,::.....ii /, _i,::,, :,i ::Z ;: ,, ..... ,,i, ,* , ,.: ,................. ;':: :;;: k:)

'" :':: .... ::li .... [.! :;: i',', "/, ....... ,::: r"* '...... 1_ "|;; _1,I '1;,'",: '_

'l';i ,'_: !_".... :i_ _ ' ..1 ,. ,,

::., :',,: ,:. ,:", it'.', :'.:: _ '11 ,,.. :;,; : :, :: ',......................... il _' :'" "';' . '"

i) ....... .0,4 .,, ,:" : ::
:;. '.... . :.... ::I............ : #! I _ :! I ': ". "................ _t ' -:1:i ,, ::; ; ': '. • i.:: . 'i :.1 . .

'i .......... iT:/ '" ;' I:'., '." .... "' " .:: .... .# .... I

- !2::-2'- ::r-!-+
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.00

RADIUS RATIO, r,,'r0

FLsure 9.
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COMPARISONOF PRESENTANDPREVIOUSCONTAINMENTRESULTS

WITHGNROPEN-CYCLEFLUIDMECHANICSREOUIREMENTS17 ,

INNER-JETGASCONCENTRATIOHDATAOBTAINEDWITHCHORDALABSORPTOMETER

S_'MBOLINNER-JETOAS _ /_0 t /'0 SOURCE
_ AiR i.0 0°6AND0.7 I>RESENTw()e;(

, ,,1 i

FREON-11 4.7 0°7 PRESENTWORK

O .... _ AIR 1.0 0.S AHD0,7 REe. ],5

• .... • FREON-1 ] 4.7 0,5 REF. _5

I'_"---- MINIMUM FLOW RATE FOR GOOD ECONOMY
1.00

9

t

0.50

_ _ o.2o

0.10

0.05
I0 20 50 I00 200 500 I000

PROPELLANT FLOWRATE, Wp

FUEL FLOWRATE WF

Fisure 10.

,,q
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Figure11-.Flowpatternata massflowratioof100_.9
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COMPARISON OF PRESENT SPHERICAL CAVITY AND PREVIOUS COAXIAL FLOW 21
CONTAINMENT RESULTS WITH GNR OPEN-CYCLE FLUID MECHANICS REQUIREMENTS

BESTCONTAINMENTRESULTSFROM EACH SOURCEUSED IN COMPARISON

MEASUREMENT
SYMBOL INNER GAS _'_/P0 CAVITY SHAPE SOURCE TECHNIQUES

_-----=d_ AIR 1.0 'SPHERICAL'-
COMBINATION PRESENT MASSSPECTROMETER

_p- --* -A FREON-11 4.7 WALL JET WORK

o-.,-_.o AIR 1.0 CYLINOR,CAL--
FOAMINLET REFITe---.-e FREON-11 47 COAXIALFLOW C,ORDALLIGHT

ABSORPTOMETER
o----o AIR 10 CYLINDRICAL-

SCREENINLET REF15
II==_.=,=IB FREON--11 4.7 COAXIAL FLOW

_1._- MINIMUM FLOW RATE FOR GOOD ECONOMY1.00

;...., , y////////// //

0.10 - •

A_"'_k- -- .- -- ,4L

0.05 -

0.02 I I I I I I
10 20 50 1I10 200 500 1000

: PHOPELLANT FI.(IW HAl! Wp

FUEL FL()W HAIl 'Wf

,; ,. 12

NA,_A-La,,¢h,x, l',';:l--. 12 J --7'o ":, ,

p -_-,:q ._. - ,_ r : :,:'.. ---": .... -; ._-C:, _-.o-.-Z .----_ ._ , .
o

,s
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211

J
///,

2 1/2"

AeroJeC Nuclear 2-Dimensional Spherical Coaxial Flow Test Section(24)
Fig. 13 (Injector position effects)iS0 cfm outer, 2 cfm,inner
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Fisure 16. AeroJet N:_cleaz 3-Dimensional Spherical Coaxial

Flow Test Section(24) (Injector position effects)
100 cfm oute_, 1 cfln inner.
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COMPUTED EFFECT OF DENSITY RATIO ON STREAMLINE
21

AND CONCENTRATION DISTRIBUTIONS

LiNE NUMBER 1 ;P 3 I 4 5 6 7 I_ 9 10 11 1_

I

Pi/e o._o 0.70 0.50 o,3o o._o o.lo 0.06 002 o,oi 0,005o.002o.ooi
- PERCENTor ' '

•ro'rALeLOW 100 7e SO 25 _0 _, 2 I o

STREAMLINES

STANDARDCONDITION
pl/Po=4,7 pi/po = 1.0

-,,/D

\ ,

CONCENTRATIONPROFILES

PilPo= 4.7 pi/Po= 1.0

P/P = 0.040 PI/P= 0.053
I I

ir.

_ _b

!"J.<;l,ld,; 15o

............. __-: _.... . _
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